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Dear reader,
We proudly like to announce
our new website. It has taken a
while before everything was
ready, it was then launched
with old photos, but the final
result is very nice: very easy
and accessible for everyone,
lots of photos and videos.
Please feel free to take your
time by scrolling through the
new site, and let us know what
you are missing.
A lot of pleasure with our new
website www.prefamac.com!
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Contact

Simple look
No vibrant colours or busy images on our new site. Sober brown and beige
tones, so that the information you are looking for immediately catches the eye.
A survey of our customers taught us that you are all very busy people. You
want to find information quickly, and with a simple unified structure.
Furthermore you also want to look up our site with your PC, tablet, or mobile
phone, ... in short, the website had to be responsive for all these methods.
Under Prefamac we find a short presentation of our company, and our 100's
export countries receive the necessary attention. We also show briefly the
Awards that Prefamac could win in the past, and our memberships in various
professional organizations and institutions.
And ... all this in 9 languages.
Choose “more pictures”, where we show with pride a world map on which our
export countries are shown in green (how could it be otherwise :-))
More pictures
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Industrial machines
The industrial machines can
be found on the home page
of www.prefamac.com, but
you can also choose this
category in the menu on the
top of the page. When
clinking on cooling tunnels,
you will see a division
between POWER III,
POWER slim? POWER
PLUS, LIGHT and LIGHT
PLEXI.
Per type machine a uniform
technical information is
shown: many pictures,
function of the machine,
execution, electricity, options,
dimensions and references.
With a simple mouse click,
you can also enquire for a
quotation of the requested
machine. Of course, we will
ask some parameters here.
Choose “more pictures”, where we will show you a complete image of our
industrial machines.
More pictures

Small-scale machines
For the small-scale machines there is a simple selection per type machine
possible on the new site. For the moulding machines for example, you can
choose for the compact, the compact 3in1, and the moulding machine 30 kg or
80 kg. Especially our many detailed photos and numerous videos will give you
a lot of information.
Choose “more pictures”, where we will show you a complete image of our
small-scale machines.
More pictures

Chocolate moulds
The chocolate moulds on
www.prefamac.com are divided
into several categories to make
it easy: design, bars & blocks,
nuts & coffee, cocoa & origin,...
Because we show a lot of
photos, you get a very good
picture of the mould with white,
milk and dark chocolate. Or with
decorations on it, in different
colours and scents.
The price shown is the
maximum price because
obviously for bigger quantities there are increasing quantity discounts.
And tailor-made moulds, ... let's hear what you see like us to design !

Videos
Especially for small-scale
machines it is useful to
see how a flaking machine
is filled with chocolate
blocks, or how a chocolate
mould
is
filled
with
chocolate, how a spinning
machine
turns
and
vibrates .... Pictures and
videos say so much more
than
words.
The videos are kept
sufficiently short, so you
do not really need a
“heavy” computer to look
up our videos.

Testimonials
And of course we
have asked some
happy customers to
share their opinion.
Are they satisfied
with Prefamac or are
they super happy
(delighted
customers:-)). Both
large industrial
customers who
produce tons per
hour and starting
chocolatiers were
asked to speak.
Read them for sure!
It's really fun to get to know us in this way !
Choose more photos, where we will show you some smiling customers.
More pictures

What is missing?
Are you missing some information
on our site? Let us hear at
myriam.schepers@prefamac.com
We will do our very best to respond
to your suggestions as soon as
possible.
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